Epic Zombie-Robot Battle Emerging
Thick green goggles and decades of ‘outcome based education’ have had the desired
outcome. We now have a large population of Earthlings who are blind enough and
ignorant enough to fall for the “Super-sized Chicken Little & Falling Sky Trick”. A
carefully groomed herd of Malthus-Nihilist Zealots, also known as the Mother Earth
Zombies is being tortured on the internet thought plain by hoards of rational thinkers,
whom they label the “Deniers”.
These, Zombie feared Deniers, are in fact an odd alliance of traditional method scientists.
To rally the Zombie faithful against this rational, but anti-AGW heresy, the Deniers are
presumed to have the magical forces of being “anonymous, well-funded and
coordinated”. A great tag line for Zombie propaganda, but as noted by Aeschylus in 525
BC, “In war, the first casualty is Truth”, as we shall soon see.
Deniers cannot just anonymously quote scientific facts and have meaningful effect. The
“open and repeatable” clause in the Scientific Method requires that we provide supporters
and opponents with the sources of our objections and our qualification to make counter
claims. We are well-funded only in knowledge and our motivation to support Truth.
Deniers coordination is limited to bickering with each other over details of applied
science by email and snippets posted as comments on each other’s blog sites.
Arrayed against the Deniers is a near all-powerful Zombie support network. This
includes the Prestige (Dinosaur) Press, the Ivy League (Diploma Mill) Universities and
the all-knowing, all-caring Omnipotent Federal (pending World) Government. All of
these Zombie control forces are under command of the Feudal Banking Elite which we
will discuss later.
The battle unfolds as the Zombies occupy all of the Ivory Towers, all of the cloistered
college castles and power of the royal purse. The Dinosaur Press has nearly lulled the
entire planet into a comma with the constantly repeated mantra “Man is killing Earth”.
The grade school logic therefore requires that you must kill man to save Earth.
Some Earthlings still subscribe to that biblical “shall not kill” commandment thing and
mass extermination can become unsightly. The death by a thousand cuts becomes
preferable to the feudalists, who will destroy your education, your job and your self
reliance which will then to force you to accept voiceless serfdom.
We will return now to the battles in the Zombie Occupation and a major turning point,
the breech of Castle Hadley and capture of the secret CRU weapon systems. Castle
Hadley was under command of Prince Phillip Jones, an admitted hapless administrator,
who’s gatekeeper one night left the keys to the castle within Deniers reach. One of the
secret CRU weapons discovered was the “Decline Hider”, which could magically
produce a hockey stick curve from any set of random generated numbers. Losing this
was a powerful device has caused constant Zombies nightmares.
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The breech of the Castle Hadley gate was soon called ClimateGate and was followed
immediately by Zombie cries of….“out of context, stolen documents”….and this was
followed by the inevitable stealing of Deniers documents. When placing these out of
context proved insufficient, the Zombies just fabricated the needed context.
Prince Phillip was given two royal whitewashes and restored to his castle only to suffer
an addition breech just two years later. This later disclosure, known as ClimateGate 2.0
placed the ClimateGate 1.0 material in a wider context showing intentional fraud. The
greater Zombie nightmare is that 50 times the currently released material is now just one
password from full disclosure.
The Zombies are confronted by the Denier Alliance which includes a number of factions.
The Peiser-Delingpole Brigade operates out of the UK. The McIntyre Highlanders are
headquartered in Canada. The Singer-Spencer-Lindzen Coalition is in the Eastern US
and the most feared, Watts Robot Division is based on the previously thought
invulnerable US West Coast. Meanwhile, the Nova-Hughes Aussies skirmish with
warmists down under. Scattered about the globe are the highly independent and
Mercenaries for Truth, authors of the science text, Slaying the Sky Dragon, and are self
described as “Slayers”.
The Slayers have deployed a number of high tech devices including the Radiation Degenerator. This device simply destroys the notion that CO2 molecules can capture and
redirect any form of energy back to warm the Earth. The Slayers Unidirectional Flux
Device uses traditional Thermodynamics to prove that heat can only flow from a warm
Earth to a cool outer space. The Thermal Mass Lance did puncture the Zombie claim that
28 gigatons of human CO2 controls the temperature of 259 trillion cubic miles of mostly
molten rock.
Some elements of the Zombie Army recently breeched the hardly guarded Heartland
Hostel. Only the most deluded of Zombies could consider this tiny refuge for free
thought a fortification, none the less, one Zombie did. This true believer fashioned a
digital disguise of a Heartland board member, feinted lost documents and pulled off the
cyber high-jinx of the decade, well in his own mind.
Now armed with nearly useless proof of Heartland conspiracy this Zombie was required
to fashion his own bombshell, deliver this bomb to himself, and then share with the entire
Zombie Army. For this he wheeled out the most unlikely of new age weapons, the
Gleickian Catapult. With this weapon he was able to hurl his crudely fashioned and
Epson scanned, Heartland Strategy Bomb over his own transom.
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The Heartland Strategy Bomb was constructed with the same level of expertise as the
failed shoe bombs and the underwear bombs which have proven effective only to the
users feet or gonads. The spectacular failure of this device did injure the inventor and
this one time only tactical use of the “surprise look what came over the transom” is of no
future combat value.
The failure of the Gleickian Catapult has caused collateral damage. One bastion of
Zombie strength has been the co-opted professional science societies. The cyber high
jinxster was also the chairman of the powerful American Geophysical Union Task Force
on Scientific Ethics. The failed Heartland bomb forced removal of this EPA funded
advocate, but the AGU responded quickly with his replacement.
Dr Linda Gunderson, Director of the Office of Science Quality and Integrity for the US
Geological Survey, and fellow AGU TFSE board member was moved into the vacant top
spot. Therefore the seamless “continuity of government” oversight on the philosophical
direction of science can be maintained…lest you think that big brother might be forced to
recuse itself over ‘ethics’.
If elements of this story are absurd to the point of hilarious, then the reader is well
enough aware of current events to place these defects in their real context. In 1913 a bare
quorum of Congress granted ultimate power of all banking and monetary supply to a
small group of private banking interests. The results have been a century of staged
warfare, depressions and genocide.
In this (hopefully) satirical work I chose to call supporters of Anthony Watts as “Robots”
as an absurd extension of the currently used warmist phrase “Watts Hoards”. While
hoards may strike some fear into the lifeless Zombies, their greater fear is attack from the
equally lifeless ROBOTS. Use of these terms is for ‘artistic license’ only. I have an
original printed copy of “Is the US Surface Temperature Record Reliable” written by
Anthony Watts, with funding clearly credited to Heartland Institute, copyright 2009.
Nothing could be more transparent in the way of disclosure.
I consider this Watts/Heartland document pivotal to my understanding of the depth of
deception involved in this climate farce. I am a daily guest at the Watt’s Up With That
website and make frequent, unedited comments there. Anthony’s followers are a bright,
diverse group with contributions that have earned his site “Most viewed website on
Global Warming” in the world.
I have had frequent private email exchanges with Anthony and consider him of the
highest quality in both knowledge and motivations. To that extent, I would gladly ignore
my minor technical differences with Anthony and proudly declare that I AM A
TRUTHBOT, following First Principle Science regardless of divisions among the
warring camps.
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The whole point of satire is to stretch the absurd facts of reality just enough for it to
appear funny. The underlying point of satire is to show the very real dangers of the
absurd left uninterrupted. Allowing a private banking cartel to use Fractional Reserve
Banking has inflated the real monetary supply ten-fold. The solution has been to use the
US Treasury printing power to offset this shortfall with cartel supplied counterfeit
greenbacks. That game has reached it limits, so the only remaining cartel solution is to
reduce population by 90% to “fit the real money limit”.
If you consider genocide one of the behavior’s that humanity should not engage in, then
you must educate yourself and fellow Earthlings of this very real potential. I advise
reading “Fractional Reserve Banking Begat Faux Reality” at my website for a start. If
you are baffled by science, then at least read the “Faux History” tab for information on
the other supporting roles in this massive fraud. For the entertainment only junkies,
there is a special “Satire” tab with more of this irreverent heretic perspective.
Joseph A Olson, PE
Feb 26, 2012
http://www.FauxScienceSlayer.com
Point of Reference….20 years ago Rush Limbaugh listeners were labeled “mind numbed
robots”….a term Rush began immediately using to affectionately describe his audience.
10 years ago Bush supporters were labeled “Bushbots” with no discernable loss of
support. Name calling is a typical ploy in politics….and in humor.

